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We rst present the Casimir{Polder result, giving the intera tion potential between a ground
state atom and a mirror. This result, obtained within the framework of quantum ele trodynami s, is
valid for any separation z between the atom and the mirror, provided the ele troni loud does not
overlap with the mirror. For large z , this intera tion potential varies as UCP (z ) / z 4 . This results
from the modi ation of va uum u tuations by the mirror and this is quite di erent from the simple
ele trostati result obtained by negle ting any retardation e e t, U (z ) / z 3 . We also indi ate how
the Casimir{Polder potential is modi ed when the mirror is repla ed by a diele tri (Lifshitz theory).
We then des ribe three re ent experiments whi h give a lear eviden e for the existen e of retardation
terms in the atom-wall problem, and whi h are in good agreement with the Casimir-Polder predi tion.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

The fa t that the ele tromagneti va uum an intera t with atomi parti les and produ e a measurable e e t is ertainly one of the most striking features of Quantum Me hani s. The name of
the Dut h physi ist H.B.G. Casimir is atta hed to some very spe ta ular manifestations of this
intera tion. In 1948 he predi ted his famous result on erning the attra tive for e between two
perfe tly ondu ting plates [1℄. The review of the urrent experimental state-of-the art for this
problem will be done in the next presentation by Reynaud. The same year, Casimir made another
essential ontribution, together with his olleague Polder [2℄. They addressed the following problem: what is the asymptoti behavior of the long range intera tion between two atoms, or between
an atom and its mirror image?
The existen e of long range for es, a ting when the onstituents are separated by more than
a typi al atomi size, was predi ted by van der Waals in 1881. The rst quantitative estimate of
these for es was performed by London [3℄, using an analysis based on lassi al ele trodynami s.
The question raised by Casimir and Polder, and that we would like to address here, is the existen e
of sizeable e e ts, originating from the quantization of the ele tromagneti eld, in the long range
intera tion between an atom prepared in its ground ele troni state and a mirror.
 Unite mixte de re her he du CNRS.
y Unite de re her he de l'E ole normale superieure et de l'Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, asso iee au CNRS.
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The Casimir-Polder problem

2.1 The (relatively) short range result
When a stati ele tri dipole d is pla ed in front of an ideally ondu ting wall, it intera ts with its
mirror image and the orresponding energy is
U (z ) =

d2x + d2y + 2d2z
640z 3

(1)

The sign means that the orresponding intera tion is attra tive. Here Oz denotes the axis normal
to the plane and z is the distan e between the atom and the plane. Consider now an atom in its
internal ground state j0i, pla ed in front of su h a wall. A similar e e t may o ur, as long as the
distan e z is notably larger than the atom size, to avoid the overlap between the ele tron loud of
the atom and the wall itself. The reason for this attra tion is lear: although the atom possesses
no ele tri dipole moment in its ground state (h0jdi j0i = 0, for i = x; y; z ), the average values hd2i i
are stri tly positive. A simple pi ture then emerges in whi h a u tuating dipole is asso iated to
the atom, whi h polarizes the ondu ting harges of the wall; the indu ed harge distribution then
intera ts with the initial atomi dipole. This e e t, predi ted by Lennard-Jones in 1932 [4℄, leads
to the following intera tion potential:

ULJ (z ) =

h0jdx + dy + 2dz j0i
2

2

640z

2

3

(2)

The passage from a truly stati to a time-dependent atomi dipole introdu es a time s ale 
in the problem and hen e, due to the nite speed of light, a length s ale  . The z 3 dependen e
of the ele tri eld reated by the dipole is valid only at distan es smaller than  . For larger
distan es, a new approa h is needed to a ount for retardation e e ts, as pointed out in 1941 by
J. A. Wheeler [5℄. For instan e, if one deals with a lassi al os illating dipole de i!t , it is well
known that the ele tromagneti eld whi h is radiated at long distan es varies like the inverse
of the distan e to the dipole. The leading term in the intera tion energy between the os illating
dipole and the ondu ting wall is then [6℄:
Large z :

U (z ) 

(d2x + d2y )k2
os 2kz ;
320z

(3)

where we set k = != .
For an atom or a mole ule, several questions now emerge. What is the relevant time s ale  ?
Is the pi ture of an os illating dipole valid? Does the physi s depend on the internal level (ground
or ex ited) of the atom?

2.2 Retardation e e ts in the atom-wall problem
2.2.1

Atom in its ground ele troni

state

The problem for a ground state atom was solved in 1948 in a brilliant manner by Casimir and
Polder, using the formalism of quantum ele trodynami s [2, 7℄. Their results show that the retardation e e t anti ipated above is indeed essential and that it leads to the repla ement of the
Lennard-Jones z 3 variation of the intera tion energy by a z 4 variation. The length s ale on
whi h the transition between the z 3 and the z 4 regimes o urs is =!, where ! is a typi al Bohr
frequen y of the atom. We shall not give the exa t result of Casimir and Polder (denoted hereafter
as UCP (z )). We simply re all that it is valid for any distan e z , and that it oin ides with ULJ(z )
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for short distan es. We now omment on its asymptoti form for large z . In this ase, onsidering
an atom with a single valen e ele tron prepared in its ground state j0i, one obtains:

Here

3 h
:
3220 z 4

UCP (z ) 

Large z :

(4)

denotes the stati polarisability of the atom in the state j0i, of energy E0 :
=

2q2 X jhnjr^e j0ij2
3 n6=0 En E0

(5)

where the sum runs over all the atomi ex ited states n of energy En , and where r^e is the position
operator of the ele tron with respe t to the atom enter-of-mass. Note that for hydrogen and for
alkali atoms, the largest ontribution to the sum (5) omes from the resonan e line (1s$2p and
ns$ np respe tively).
The question now arises to interpret this result in terms either of va uum u tuations (modi ation of the atomi ele tron dynami s by the quantized ele tromagneti eld) or radiation rea tion
(a tion of the eld radiated by the atom upon itself). Su h a separation is possible in an unambiguous manner when one expresses the measurable physi al quantities in terms of the orrelation
fun tions and linear sus eptibilities of the two intera ting systems, the atom and the ele tromagneti eld [8℄. Using this formalism, the authors of [9℄ have shown that the result (4) is entirely
due to va uum u tuations.
A tually one an re over (4) within a numeri al fa tor by the following simple reasoning [10℄
(see also [11℄). The physi al origin of (4) is similar to that of the Casimir d 4 for e between two
perfe tly ondu ting walls separated by a distan e d (for a review, see the ontributions of Balian
and Duplantier, and of Reynaud in the same issue). At a distan e z from the mirror, the modes
of the ele tromagneti eld whi h are strongly modi ed by the presen e of the ondu ting wall
are those with a frequen y ! su h that !  =z . The ele tri eld asso iated with ea h mode

is E! = h!=20L3 1=2 , where L3 is an arbitrarily large quantization volume. The ontribution
of ea h mode to the Lamb shift of the ground state of the atom is
E!2 =2. Here we use the
stati polarizability ; indeed we assume that the atom is far enough from the wall so that all
the onsidered modes have a frequen y ! mu h lower than any atomi Bohr frequen y. This rude
estimation of the modi ation of the Lamb shift of the atomi ground state, due to the presen e
of the wall, then gives

U (z ) '

X

!< =z

2

E! =2 =
2

h
42 0

Z =z
3

0

!3 d! =

1 h
;
1620 z 4

where the multipli ative fa tor 2 a ounts for the two polarizations basis states for a given wave
ve tor. This is a remarkably good approximation of the exa t asymptoti result (4).
2.2.2

Atom in an ex ited state

The result that we just obtained for a ground state atom is very di erent from the one obtained
for an atom prepared in an ex ited ele troni state jni. In this ase, one an show indeed that the
leading term is [9, 10℄:
Large z :

U (z ) 

q2 X 2
k
80 z n <n nn
0


0

jhnjx^ jn0 ij
e

2

+ jhnjy^e jn0 ij2



os(2knn z )
0

(6)
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where we have set knn = (En En )=(h ) and where the sum over n0 runs only on levels with
an energy En lower than En . Here we re over the os(2kz )=z behavior hara teristi of a lassi al
os illating dipole (3). As shown in [9℄, va uum u tuations and radiation rea tion ontribute equally
to this result.
0

0

0

2.3 The Lifshitz approa h
A few years after the work of Casimir and Polder, Lifshitz also addressed the problem of long range
intera tions between atomi parti les and a ma ros opi body [12℄. He did not onsider a metalli
surfa e, but a bulk diele tri material hara terized by a linear sus eptibility (!). We shall not
review Lifshitz theory in detail, and we simply give the long range potential for an atom in its
ground ele troni state, assuming that one ele troni transition at frequen y !A is dominating (for
a review, see e.g. [13, 14, 15℄):
Large z :

U (z ) 

3 h (!A) 1
() :
322 0 z 4 (!A) + 1

(7)

p

The fun tion () is nearly onstant and equal to 0:77 when the index of refra tion n =  varies
between 1 and 2, whi h a ounts for most glasses. Note that one re overs the ase of a perfe tly
ondu ting plate by taking the limit  ! 1, in whi h ase () ! 1.
We on lude this brief se tion on Lifshitz theory by noting that the use of a diele tri opens
new perspe tives with respe t to a perfe tly ondu ting wall. One an arrange the response fun tion
(!) of the diele tri to be resonant with some parti ular Bohr frequen ies of the atoms. It is then
possible to enhan e or de rease the ontribution of some atomi transitions to the intera tion
potential. For example, one an modify the oeÆ ient appearing in front of the short range z 3
variation (2). It is even possible to hange the sign of the intera tion energy if the atom is prepared
in an ex ited state, so that the Lennard-Jones attra tive potential is turned into a repulsive one
[16, 17℄.
3

Experimental results

3.1 A brief review of the experimental status
The main motivation of this presentation is to dis uss the experimental tests of the Casimir-PolderLifshitz predi tion, i.e. the long range z 4 intera tion energy for an atom in front of a ondu ting
wall or a diele tri material. We shall not address here the results obtained re ently in avity
quantum ele trodynami s, where the atom is surrounded by a avity with a large quality fa tor,
so that it ouples resonantly to only one (or a few) of the avity modes. We refer the reader to
[6, 10℄, where these experiments are dis ussed in detail. We shall not dis uss either the possible
manifestations of long range for es inside an atom. These an o ur for instan e within a Rydberg
helium atom, for whi h the outer ele tron sees a eld whi h an be signi antly di erent from the
Coulomb eld from the nu leus+inner ele tron. We refer the reader to [18℄, whi h present several
interesting ontributions on this topi .
Before addressing the Casimir-Polder z 4 predi tion, we shall say a few words on experimental
studies in the short range regime, where the Lennard-Jones z 3 variation dominates. This regime
has rst been studied in [19℄, for an atom or a mole ule in front of a ondu ting material. The idea is
to send an atomi or mole ular beam very lose to a metal ylinder and to look for the de e tion of
the beam. A deviation is a tually dete ted, but it is diÆ ult to extra t quantitative on lusions from
these experiments, the main reason being that the impa t parameters are uniformly distributed
over all possible values. The e e t of the atom-wall attra tion on the de e ted beam is then
strongly dominated by the atoms having the smallest impa t parameter, where retardation e e ts
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play no role, and only the Lennard-Jones potential an be tested. Similar experiments are reported
in [20, 21℄. Note that the results of these experiments were only in qualitative agreement with
the theoreti al predi tion (2). One an also prepare the atoms in a highly ex ited Rydberg state,
so that the orresponding dipole is mu h larger, whi h allows for a more pre ise study of the
Lennard-Jones predi tion [22℄.
The Lifshitz predi tion has been tested using liquid-helium lms on leaved surfa es of
alkaline-earth uoride rystals [23℄. By varying the thi kness of the lm between 1 and 25 nm,
the authors ould obtain a test of Lifs hitz theory over 5 orders of magnitude for the potential
strength. These experiments showed a rst eviden e for the deviation from the z 3 law at long
distan es (i.e. thi k lms).
High resolution spe tros opy experiments an also reveal a position-dependent frequen y shift
of the atomi energy levels in the relatively short range (z 3 ) regime. These methods have been
used to test the Lennard-Jones predi tion for ex ited atoms [24, 25, 26℄, and the atom-wall repulsion
resulting from a well hosen diele tri response of the wall has been observed [27℄.
We now turn to three experiments where the Casimir-Polder retardation e e t for an atom in
its ground state has been observed and studied. We note that this observation annot be performed
using a spe tros opi measurement. Indeed one measures in this ase an energy di eren e between
the ground state and an ex ited state. Sin e the shift for any ex ited state (6) is mu h larger than
the shift of the ground state (4), one would only a ess in this way to the ex ited level physi s,
and not to the ground state one. Clearly, one has to rely on a measurement dealing only with the
ground state to test this predi tion. This leaves several possibilities opened, as pointed out in [6℄.
One ould use atomi interferometry to measure the shift [28, 29, 30℄. One ould also measure a
di erential shift between various sublevels of the ground state, in ase the non-s alar part of the
stati sus eptibility is signi ant. Finally, as done in the three experiments des ribed below, one
an look for a me hani al e e t of the Casimir-Polder potential [31, 33, 41℄.

3.2 Atom metal for e : the Yale experiment [31℄
This remarkable experiment onstitutes to our knowledge the rst quantitative study of retardation
e e ts in the intera tion between an isolated ground state atom and a ondu ting wall. This experiment is pre ise enough to learly dis riminate between the Casimir-Polder value of the intera tion
energy and the Lennard-Jones result, in whi h the intera tion is modelled by the instantaneous
ele trostati intera tion between the atomi dipole and its image in the metal. Figure 1 is a sket h
of the experiment. A beam of sodium atoms travels inside a avity formed by two almost parallel,
gold oated, plates. The distan e L between the plates an be varied between 0:7 m and 8 m.
The length of the avity is D = 8 mm.
The experiment onsists in measuring the transmission T (or rather the opa ity 1=T ) as
a fun tion of the separation L. For L > 3 m, the transmission is found equal (within error
bars) to the \geometri al" expe tation. This geometri al expe tation is determined using a MonteCarlo simulation, in whi h one negle ts any intera tion between the atoms and the walls of the
avity. The straight ( lassi al) atomi traje tories are determined by the initial Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, and only atoms that do not hit the walls are transmitted.
For smaller separations L, the ontribution of the atom-wall intera tion to the opa ity be omes
appre iable, and the measured transmission is smaller than the geometri al one (see gure 2). This
redu tion an be easily understood if one remembers that the atom-wall intera tion is attra tive,
both for short and long distan es. When an atom omes lose enough to one of the walls, its
traje tory is bent towards this wall. Therefore the number of atoms hitting the walls is larger than
what is given by the geometri al analysis, and the e e tive aperture of the avity is thus smaller
than the geometri al aperture.
To obtain an order of magnitude of the riti al wall spa ing L for whi h the losses due to the
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Figure 1: Yale experiment: an atomi beam is sent through a avity made of two gold oated plates
making a small wedge. The number of transmitted atoms is measured as a fun tion of the distan e
L between the plates.
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Figure 2: Inverse of the measured transmission (opa ity) as a fun tion of the plate separation
L. Curves (a), (b), and ( ) result from a Monte-Carlo al ulation, assuming various atom- avity

intera tion potentials : (a) Casimir Polder intera tion (exa t); (b) Lennard Jones intera tion (no
retardation); ( ) no intera tion (geometri al model).

atom{wall intera tion be ome signi ant, we an ompare the maximal transverse kineti energy
EK ?  kB T (L=2D)2 of an atom transmitted by the avity (within the geometri al analysis), and
the atom-wall intera tion energy U av (L=2) for an atom lo ated at the enter of the avity. For
simpli ity, we evaluate U av (L=2) using the short distan e approximation (2). We noti e that the
value of hd2i i essentially results from the ontribution of the sodium resonan e line 3s$3p at res =
589 nm, so that (2) an be written ULJ (z ) = (3=16) h =(kz )3, where is the radiative lifetime of
the 3p level and k = 2=res [10℄. A ba k-of-the-envelope al ulation then yields L  1 m, in
good agreement with the observed value of the separation below whi h the measured transmission
be omes signi antly smaller than the geometri al one.
These experimental results onstitute more than a mere eviden e of the dramati role of
the atom-wall intera tion at a distan e z  res . They allow a pre ise omparison with the exa t Casimir-Polder result [32℄ and they learly rule out a model whi h would simply extend the
Lennard-Jones predi tion (2) to any distan e. Note that for the relevant atom-wall distan es in this
experiment (z  res ), the Casimir-Polder result signi antly di ers from the simple asymptoti
form (4). One must use the exa t Casimir-Polder potential UCP (z ), whi h onne ts the short and
long distan e asymptoti forms. Now, if one ts the experimental data using the potential  UCP(z ),
where  is an adjustable parameter, one nds  = 1, within an un ertainty fa tor of 10% (at 1
standard deviation). To our knowledge, this is the most pre ise measurement of the intera tion
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energy of a ground state atom and a metal wall at a distan e sensitive to the retardation e e ts.
A lose look at the data of g. 2 reveals an a priori paradoxi al fa t. The dis rimination
between the theoreti al expressions with and without retardation e e ts is more dramati for the
smallest values of the avity width. In fa t, only the atoms travelling lose to the enter of the
avity are transmitted, and it is only for these atoms that the pre ise form of the intera tion energy
is important. Now, even for the smallest value L = 0:7 m used in this experiment, the atom wall
distan e (0:35 m) is not small ompared to the wavelength res of the dominant transition. It is
therefore not surprising that the retardation e e ts play a signi ant role in this ase. The fa t
that the relevant atoms are travelling at the enter of the avity is important in another respe t.
For these atoms, the wavelengths of the modes of the ele tromagneti eld whi h are a e ted by
the walls are larger than L, that is 0:7 m. At these wavelengths, gold behaves as an almost perfe t
ondu tor. It would not be so for shorter wavelengths, i.e. for smaller atom-wall distan es.

3.3 Atom diele tri for e : the Orsay experiment [33℄
A key ingredient for the su ess of the experiment above is the fa t that, for a small plate separation,
the dete ted atoms are at a well de ned distan e from the attra ting plates, sin e they travel lose
to the enter of the avity (atoms departing from this symmetry plane are attra ted and sti k to
the plates). With a well de ned impa t parameter, it is possible to test the intera tion energy law
with a good a ura y.
With the advent of methods for laser ooling and manipulating atoms [34, 35, 36℄, it has
be ome possible to a urately ontrol atomi traje tories, and this o ers new possibilities to de ne
pre isely the impa t parameter. As suggested in [37℄, atomi mirrors allow to ontrol the distan e
of minimum approa h to a diele tri wall, and to measure the intera tion energy. Figure 3 sket hes
an experiment re ently performed in Orsay in this purpose. Laser ooled and trapped rubidium
(87 Rb) atoms, at a temperature of about 10 K (i.e. a r.m.s. velo ity of 4 m/s), are released on
an atomi mirror lo ated 15 mm below. The in ident atoms, with a kineti energy dispersion less
than 1%, are re e ted from the quasi resonant evanes ent wave resulting from the total internal
re e tion of a laser beam in the prism. The re e ting potential is due to the intera tion between
the evanes ent wave ele tri eld and the atomi ele tri dipole indu ed by this eld. This dipole
potential is proportional to the square of the ele tri eld (intensity) in the evanes ent wave, and
therefore de ays exponentially as a fun tion of the distan e to the surfa e [38℄:
h I
e 2z = h e 2z ;
(8)
Udip(z ) =
8 Isat Æ
where I is the light intensity at the surfa e of the prism, and Æ = !L !A is the detuning between
the laser frequen y !L and the atomi resonan e frequen y !A (res = 2 =!A = 780 nm). The
quantity Isat = 16 W/m2 is the saturation intensity of the atomi transition and = 3:7  107 s 1
is the radiative width of the relevant ex ited state. The de ay length  1 is of the order of res =2,
the exa t value depending on the laser dire tion (in this experiment,  1 = 114 nm).
The re e ting potential is repulsive, in ontrast to the Casimir-Polder potential whi h is
attra tive at all distan es. For the hoi e of parameters of the experiment, the Casimir-Polder
potential, whi h varies with z as a sum of power laws, dominates at short and very large distan es,
but there is an intermediate range of position z for whi h the dipole potential dominates. In this
ase, a lear maximum of the total potential exists (Figure 4a). The height of this potential barrier
depends univo ally on the ratio I=Æ, and the experiment onsists in de reasing this parameter
to nd the threshold value (I=Æ)T below whi h the atoms are no longer re e ted. This measured
value an then be ompared to the value predi ted with di erent expressions of the atom-diele tri
potential, by stating that the potential barrier height is exa tly equal to the kineti energy of the
in ident atoms.
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Figure 3: Orsay experiment: trapped old atoms at 10 K are released on an evanes ent wave
atomi mirror lo ated 15 mm below. The number of re e ted atoms is measured by monitoring
the absorption of a resonant probe laser above the atomi mirror.
One may, at this point, raise the experimental problem of having a perfe tly uniform evanesent wave intensity, in order to have an abrupt threshold. This is so diÆ ult that the authors of
[37℄ renoun ed to make a pre ise measurement. The Orsay group has ir umvented the diÆ ulty
by keeping the standard gaussian transverse pro le of the laser beam, and by noti ing the following
fa t. When one hanges the parameter I0 =Æ (where I0 is now the intensity at the enter of the
laser beam), the number NR of re e ted atoms varies as ln ((I0 =Æ)=(I0 =Æ)T ). Indeed the e e tive
mirror { i.e. the lo ation where the potential barrier height is larger than the kineti energy of the
in ident atoms { is an ellipse of area proportional to that quantity.
We have plotted in gure 4b the number of re e ted atoms as a fun tion of ln (I0 =Æ). One
learly sees that the experimental points are aligned. A t to a straight line then yields the measured
threshold value (I0 =Æ)T . We have indi ated on the x axis the various threshold values orresponding
to the various potentials shown in Figure 4a. The threshold dip
T is al ulated for the dipole potential
alone, without any atom-diele tri intera tion. It di ers from the observed value by a fa tor of 3,
learly showing the dramati e e t of this atom-diele tri intera tion.
The threshold LJ
T is al ulated with the non retarded Lennard-Jones potential (2). Here
we take into a ount that we deal with a diele tri prism and not an ideal mirror; we assume a
diele tri onstant  independent of the frequen y [39℄ so that:

ULJ (z ) =

h
 1 hd2 i
= A
;
3
 + 1 480z
(2kz )3

(9)

where we used the fa t that the dipole is isotropi : hd2 i = 3hd2i i, i = x; y; z . We take the value of  at
the wavelength res of the resonant transition, that ompletely dominates the dipole u tuations.
Using known atomi data, we al ulate the square of the atomi ele tri dipole in the ground state
and nd A = 0:88 with an a ura y of 1%.
We see on Figure 4b that the threshold LJ
T slightly ex eeds the experimental value. A tually,
the di eren e is of the order of our estimation of the un ertainty, whi h is dominated by the
un ertainty on the absolute value of the laser intensity. Therefore the agreement between our
result and a model using the Lennard Jones potential is only marginal. On the other hand, it is
lear that the threshold CP
T agrees better with the experimental result. To al ulate this threshold,
we have used an expression of the Casimir Polder potential given by [40℄. As for the ase of the
Yale experiment, this measurement is done at an intermediate distan e, where one annot use the
asymptoti form of equation (4). More pre isely, at the position of the potential barrier { i.e. at
48 nm from the wall, see Figure 4a { the orre tion to (9) due to retardation is 30%.
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Figure 4: (a) Atoms in ident on the atomi mirror experien e a total potential whi h is the sum
of the evanes ent wave re e ting potential Udip (z ) and of the atom-diele tri intera tion U (z ).
The height of the resulting potential barrier is ontrolled by hanging the parameter I=Æ of the
evanes ent wave and it depends on the mathemati al form assumed for U (z ). Solid line: total
potential negle ting retardation in the atom-diele tri intera tion U (z ) (Lennard-Jones). Dotted
line: total potential with the Casimir-Polder-Lifshitz expression for the atom-diele tri intera tion.
(b) Number of re e ted atoms as a fun tion of ln (I0 =Æ ) (expressed in suitable units, hen e the
notation 0 ). The various symbols orrespond to di erent laser intensities. The results an be
tted by a straight line, whose extrapolation to 0 gives the measured value of the threshold, to be
ompared to the values al ulated with the various potentials of gure 4a, and indi ated by arrows.
LJ
dip
T : no atom-diele tri intera tion; T : Lennard-Jones form of the atom-diele tri potential (no
CP
retardation); T : Casimir-Polder-Lifshitz potential.

3.4 Quantum re e tion by a Casimir-Polder potential: the Tokyo experiment [41℄
We start by explaining brie y the on ept of quantum re e tion. For z > 0, onsider a potential
U (z ) < 0 whi h tends to zero at in nity. We assume that this potential is attra tive (dU=dz > 0)
and we onsider in ident atoms with an energy Ei at z = +1. Quantum re e tion is predi ted to
o ur for atoms with a low in ident kineti energy Ei , if the potential hanges rapidly enough. In
this ase, the atoms are re e ted well before rea hing the minimum of the potential U (z ) lo ated
in z = 0, so that the presen e probability of the atoms remains vanishingly small around this
minimum ( g. 5a).
More pre isely, the ondition for quantum re e tion is
ddB
1;
(10)
dz
where dB (z ) is the lo al de Broglie
wavelength of the parti le at a distan e z , al ulated in a semip
lassi al analysis (dB (z ) = h= 2m(Ei U (z ))). This ondition an be seen as a breakdown of the
validity of the semi- lassi al (WKB) approximation, whi h would imply that an in ident parti le
always rea hes z = 0, whatever its initial energy. For a power law potential U (z ) = Cn =z n
with n > 2, and for parti les with a suÆ iently low in ident energy Ei , the ondition (10) is
ful lled over some range of distan es z . Indeed the maximum of (z ) = ddB =dz is found in
zmax = ((n 2)Cn =(2(n + 1)Ei ))1=n and this maximum s ales as Ei(2 n)=(2n) . Both quantities
zmax and (zmax ) tend to in nity as Ei tends to zero.
Suppose now that the potential U (z ) is reated by a bulk material lo ated in the domain
z < 0. In the ase of quantum re e tion on the surfa e of the material, the parti le is re e ted
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Figure 5: Tokyo experiment. (a) Quantum re e tion of a parti le with in ident energy Ei on a
purely attra tive potential U (z ). (b) Re e tivity vs. velo ity for metastable neon atoms impinging

on a sili on surfa e. The solid urve is the re e tivity al ulated using the model potential (11)
with C4 = 6:8 10 56 J/m4 and z0 = 64 nm.

before it rea hes the immediate vi inity of the material, where it ould sti k. One therefore expe ts
an elasti re e tion oeÆ ient R(Ei ) whi h tends to 1 when the in ident energy Ei goes to zero.
This phenomenon has rst been observed for the re e tion of helium and hydrogen atoms
on a liquid helium surfa e [42, 43, 44, 45℄. In the experiment that we wish to des ribe here [41℄,
quantum re e tion has been demonstrated for a solid surfa e: very slow metastable Neon atoms
boun e elasti ally and spe ularly on the purely attra tive potential reated by a pie e of sili on
(semi ondu tor) or glass (diele tri ). The idea is then to extra t information on the potential U (z )
from the measurement of R(Ei ).
As shown in g. 5b, obtained with sili on, the author measures the re e tivity for a range
of in ident velo ities between 1 mm/s and 30 mm/s. As expe ted, he nds that the re e tivity
in reases when the velo ity de reases. The largest re e tivity is R = 0:5 at 1 mm/s, and the data
are onsistent with the extrapolated value R = 1 at zero velo ity.
The data are tted by a simple theoreti al model, whi h onsists in onne ting the asymptoti
behaviors of the semi- lassi al atom wave fun tion for short and long distan es z . In this model,
one assumes that a parti le whi h an rea h the lo ation z = 0 sti ks to the surfa e (absorptive
boundary onditions). The atom-bulk sili on potential is modelled by

U (z ) =

C4
;
(z + z0 )z 3

(11)

whi h gives an a ount for the behavior seen above for both short (z 3 ) and long (z 4 ) distan es.
The C4 oeÆ ient dedu ed from the t is in agreement with the one expe ted from the CasimirPolder theory: C4 =C4CP = 0:70:4. The value of  is z0 = 0:06 m, with a range within  on den e
of 0 0:7m. This value for z0 is mu h smaller than the distan e between the turning point and
the surfa e that one derives from the above onsiderations (typi ally 1 m). This shows that, in
this experiment, one is sensitive mostly to the retarded z 4 Casimir-Polder potential.
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Con lusion

Thanks to experimental results obtained during the last ten years, there is now a lear eviden e
for retardation e e ts in the intera tion between a ground state atom and a wall, either a metal,
a semi- ondu tor, or a diele tri . The experiments learly rule out a pure Lennard-Jones z 3
potential, whi h would exist in absen e of retardation.
For the three experiments that we have des ribed, the typi al minimum distan e between the
atom and the surfa e varies between 0:05 m to 1 m. The most a urate t to the Casimir-Polder
potential is obtained in the Yale experiment, where an agreement between theory and experiment
is found at the 10 % level. There is a strong hope that the theoreti al predi tions an be tested with
an improved a ura y when oherent atom sour es, emerging from Bose-Einstein ondensates, will
be easily available. With these atom lasers [46℄, one will be able to have a better ontrol of the
parameters of the atomi beam in ident on the surfa e. Together with the possibility of performing
an interferometri measurement of the shift indu ed by the atom-wall potential, this should allow
for an extension of the range of distan es over whi h the Casimir-Polder potential is tested.
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